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Introduction Only time will tell

Only time will tell

In many real-life principal-agent relationships, actions by agents have
long-lasting - not immediately observable - effects:

I Financial sector: Risk-taking by bank employees, illiquid investments by
PE fund managers, mortgages given by broker,

I Innovation by R&D unit of pharmaceutical firm or in academia,
I Advice by doctors, lawyers, or tax accountants,
I Accident prevention, e.g., seismological protection in construction, ...

What are the general implications of “only time will tell” for optimal
contracting in principal-agent settings?

I Theoretically interesting: Existing PA models typically either assume
immediately observable signals or specific information systems.

I Timing dimension of (executive) compensation also of applied interest,
e.g., various recent regulatory initiatives that mandate the deferral of
bonus payments in the financial sector.
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Introduction Contribution

Contribution

1 Ingredients of a principal-agent framework for deferred compensation:

1 Principal observes signals about agent’s action over time
2 Deferral is costly because agent cares about liquidity (impatient)

Focus on the effect of information arrival in full generality
Other model parts parsimonious (risk-neutrality, one-time action)

2 Results

1 All relevant features of signal process can be encoded in an increasing
“informativeness” function that captures “only time will tell”

2 Intuitive characterization of duration of pay
3 Effects of mandatory minimum deferral regulation:

1 Acts like a tax on implementing actions with short-term payout times
2 Deferral regulation can only work locally (“limited” effects on action)
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Introduction Literature

Literature

Comparing information systems in agency problems:

I (Sufficient) conditions for information to have value for principal:
Holmström 1979, Gjesdal 1982, Grossman and Hart 1983, Kim 1995

I Time is a natural way to think about information getting better
I Our model: Trade-off between costs and benefits of “more information”

Moral hazard:

I Static models: Holmstrom 1979, Innes 1990, Kim 1997
I Persistence with special assumptions on information structures

F One-time action: Hopenhayn and Jarque 2010, Hartman-Glaser et al.
2012, Malamud et al. 2013

F Repeated action: Jarque 2011, Sannikov 2016, Zhu 2016

I Our model: Encodes general info structures in an increasing function
⇒ yields tractable, intuitive trade-off for duration of pay

Regulation of (executive) compensation focuses on size of pay
(Thanassoulis 2012, Bénabou and Tirole 2015)
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Introduction Literature

Roadmap

1 Optimal contract design by principal to implement given action a

2 Equilibrium action choice and the effects of regulatory intervention in
timing of pay
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General compensation design problem Model

Static moral hazard problem with persistence

Time is continuous with t ∈ [0, T̄ ].

At t = 0, agent takes an unobservable, one-time action a ∈ [0, ā]
at strictly increasing & convex cost c(a) that affects distribution of
signal process Xt

Examples

1) Discrete information arrival: Initial action a increases (decreases)
probability of success s (failure f ) for t = 1, 2, ..., i.e., xt ∈ {s, f } . Example

2) Continuous information arrival: Action of banker affects bank’s survival
function S(t|a) such that hazard rate satisfies ∂

∂aλ(t|a) < 0.

Agent is protected by limited liability and has outside option v .

Principal (P) and agent (A) are risk-neutral and discount payoffs at
rates rP and rA = rP + ∆r , where ∆r > 0 (relative impatience)
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General compensation design problem Model

Formalization of persistence

Information about agent’s action available at time t captured by the
respective date-t history ht = {xs}0≤s≤t ∈ Ht .

Action affects (ex-ante) distribution over histories, according to
parameterized prob. measure µt(·|a) with support Ht .

Standard (Cramér-Rao) regularity conditions on prob. distribution:

I No shifting support (Ht independent of a),

I Likelihood ratio
d logLt (a|ht )

da exists and is finite for all (a, ht), where Lt
refers to density if ht has mass 0, else Lt (a|ht) = µt({ht} |a).
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General compensation design problem Compensation Design Problem

Compensation design for given action: FOA

A contract is a cumulative compensation process bt adapted to
filtration Ft generated by Xt .

Problem (Compensation design)

W (a) = min
bt

E

[∫ T̄

0
e−rP tdbt

∣∣∣∣ a

]
s.t.

VA := E

[∫ T̄

0
e−rAtdbt

∣∣∣∣ a

]
− c (a) ≥ v , (PC)

a = arg max
ã

E

[∫ T̄

0
e−rAtdbt

∣∣∣∣ ã

]
− c (ã) (IC)

Assumption: First-order approach is valid, (IC) ⇐⇒ ∂VA
∂a = 0.
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General compensation design problem Compensation Design Problem

Binary action set

First-order appoach is tractable and convenient, but is restrictive (see
Rogerson, 1985; Jewitt 1988) and essentially requires us to interpret
action as unidimensional

Our setup can also be applied to binary action set aH vs. aL where
one may interpret action more abstractly

I aH : high effort, no risk-taking, no accounting manipulation, cost cH
I aL : low effort, risk-taking, distortion of performance signals, cost cL

If only the triple deviation is relevant then (IC) becomes:

E

[∫ T̄

0
e−rAtdbt

∣∣∣∣ aH

]
−E

[∫ T̄

0
e−rAtdbt

∣∣∣∣ aL

]
≥ cH − cL.

All results will apply one-to-one to this setup
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General compensation design problem Compensation Design Problem

Roadmap

1 Optimal contract design by principal to implement given action a
Key simplification: Decompose optimization problem into two parts

1 Contingency of compensation contracts for fixed t (⇒ static model)
2 Timing of compensation contracts (choice of t)

2 Equilibrium action choice and the effects of regulatory intervention in
timing of pay
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General compensation design problem Contingency of Pay

Contingency of deferred compensation

Optimal compensation for fixed payout date t (static problem):

I If (IC) is relevant, pay only for performance signal (here: history!)
with highest likelihood ratio (“maximal incentives”).

htMI (a) := arg max
ht∈Ht

d log Lt (a|ht)
da

.

I Example 1: h1MI (a) = {S}, h2MI (a) = {S , S} , .... Example

I Example 2: htMI (a) is survival up to time t ⇒ Pr
(
htMI (a) |a

)
= S(t|a)

Lemma

If (IC) is relevant for compensation costs, (shadow cost λIC > 0), the
optimal contract is a maximal-incentives (CMI ) contract, i.e., never
stipulates agent rewards for any history other than ht

MI histories.
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General compensation design problem Timing of Pay

Timing of deferred compensation

Timing of pay can be interpreted as choosing information system:

Benefit of deferral: Construction of ht
MI implies that informativeness

of performance signal is (measured in likelihood ratio units)

I (t|a) := max
ht∈Ht

d log Lt (a|ht)

da
=

d log Lt (a|ht
MI )

da
.

I (t|a) an increasing function of time (as
d log Lt (a|ht )

da is martingale)
Example

Cost of deferral: A deferred payout at date t which the agent values
at $1 costs the principal $e∆r t .
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General compensation design problem Timing of Pay

Impatience versus informativeness

0 t$ 7T

Time t

1

e"rt
$

e"r
7T

Impatience Cost e"rt

Informativeness I(tja)

0 I(t$ja) I( 7T ja)
Contract Informativeness IC

1

e"rt
$

e"r
7T

e"
r
t

Cost of Informativeness C(IC ja)
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General compensation design problem Timing of Pay

Timing of deferred compensation

Definition

1) Agent’s valuation of compensation is B := E
[∫ T̄

0 e−rAtdbt

∣∣∣ a
]

,

2) Fraction of total compensation B derived from pay up to s is
ws := E

[∫ s
0 e−rAtdbt

∣∣ a
]

/B ≥ 0

Problem (Transformed Compensation Design Problem)

W (a) = min
B,wt

B
∫ T̄

0
e∆r tdwt s.t.

B ≥ v + c (a) , (PC)

B
∫ T̄

0
I (t|a)dwt = c ′ (a) . (IC)

IC :=
∫ T̄
0 I (t|a)dwt can be interpreted as contract informativeness.
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General compensation design problem Timing of Pay

Timing of deferred compensation: PC slack

Proposition

The cost-minimizing contract features a single payment date TRE , where

TRE (a) = arg min
t

e∆r t

I (t|a) and B =
c ′ (a)

I (TRE |a)
.

When I (t|·) is differentiable, the FOC implies d log I
dt

∣∣∣
t=TRE (a)

= ∆r .

For a given action a optimal timing with slack PC reflects both

1) Rent-extraction motive: Informativeness ↑ ⇒ pay to agent ↓ .

2) Social cost of informativeness: e∆r t .
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General compensation design problem Timing of Pay

Impatience versus informativeness (revisited)

0 t$ 7T

Time t

1

e"rt
$

e"r
7T

Impatience Cost e"rt

Informativeness I(tja)

0 I(t$ja) I( 7T ja)
Contract Informativeness IC

1

e"rt
$

e"r
7T

e"
r
t

Cost of Informativeness C(IC ja)

Cost of informativeness C (IC |a) is minimum average impatience costs,∫ T̄
0 e∆r tdwt , for given level of LC =

∫ T̄
0 I (t|a)dwt . Here: TRE = t∗.
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General compensation design problem Timing of Pay

Timing of deferred compensation: PC binding

PC binds for given a when agent’s outside option v sufficiently high
⇒ Compensation fixed at B = v + c(a) ⇔ no rent extraction motive

Objective with PC: Minimize deadweight impatience cost s.t. (IC)

W (a) = (v + c (a))

[
min
wt

∫ T̄

0
e∆r tdwt

]
s.t. IC =

∫ T̄

0
I (t|a) dwt =

c ′ (a)

v + c (a)
.

Relevance of agency problem depends on date-0 informativeness

I Case I (0|a) < c ′(a)
v+c(a) : (IC) relevant ⇔ W (a) > v + c (a)

I Case I (0|a) ≥ c ′(a)
v+c(a) : (IC) irrelevant ⇔ W (a) = v + c (a)

This (uninteresting) case applies if effort sufficiently low a < a
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General compensation design problem Timing of Pay

Timing of deferred compensation: PC binding

0 c0(a)

v + c(a)

I(TRE) IC

1

e"rT1(a)

e"rt
Single payout date

0 I(TS) c0(a)

v + c(a)

I(TL) IC

1

e"rT1(a)

e"rt

Two payout dates

(I(tja); e"rt)
C(IC ja)

Number of payout dates depends on signal process:
At max 2 payout dates are optimal to exploit non-convexities
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General compensation design problem Timing of Pay

Compensation design summary for given action

1 In the absence of risk-sharing considerations:
⇒ For each t, only maximally informative histories are relevant
⇒ Any signal process can be encoded in an increasing function that
tracks informativeness over time (“time will tell”)

2 Optimal deferral

1 When PC slack, principal’s choice of (unique) payout time reflects
rent-extraction motive (higher informativeness ⇒ less pay to the agent)

2 When PC binds, principal minimizes (deadweight) impatience cost s.t.
(IC) (⇒ maximal two payout dates)
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General compensation design problem Timing of Pay

Comparative statics

Proposition

The duration of the compensation package,
∫ T̄
0 tdwt , is

1) decreasing in the agent’s outside option v.
2) may be decreasing or increasing in a.

Intuition: Size of pay B and deferral are substitutes for providing incentives

1 An increase in v exogenously raises B ⇒ optimally decrease duration
2 Higher effort requires more incentives than reimbursing additional

cost, but principal chooses the optimal margin to provide incentives:
If (PC) slack ⇒ Principal adjusts both B and TRE . Trade-off depends
on whether principal learns faster or slower under higher action.

sgn

(
dTRE (a)

da

)
= sgn

(
∂

∂a

∂ log I

∂t

∣∣∣∣
t=TRE (a)

)
T 0.

General point: Short-term duration does not imply weak incentives!
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Optimal action choice and regulation Optimal action choice

Equilibrium action choice

So far, we analyzed cost-side of principal’s preferences: W (a)
Let π (a) denote the benefit of an action to the principal (present
value of gross profit streams), then he chooses

a∗ = arg max
a∈A

π (a)−W (a) .

Equilibrium contract duration is given by Theorem 1 using a = a∗

Common concern among regulators: a∗ is not socially optimal (due to
externality x (a) or corporate governance problem) induced by
short-termist compensation packages

Proposed regulatory changes for Wall Street: Banks must defer
payments of bonuses for at least 4 years, a year longer than common
industry practice (already implemented in the UK)

Our model allows us to analyze effects of minimum deferral period τ
on action choice in a general principal-agent model
(Note: we do not aim to study optimal regulation)
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Optimal action choice and regulation Optimal action choice

How does deferral regulation work?

Let W (a|τ) denote minimum costs to implement action a subject to
b (t) = 0 for t < τ, then principal induces action

a∗ (τ) = arg max
a

π (a)−W (a|τ)

Generic effects of deferral regulation

I Does NOT affect the principal’s direct incentives π (a),
I By imposing a constraint on minimization problem, it acts like a tax on

compensation costs, τ ↑⇒ W (a|τ) ↑
F If regulation binds, i.e., T ∗ < τ, principal needs to adjust compensation

package (either size or contingency of pay) to implement a given action
⇒ Strictly increases wage costs for all short-term actions with T ∗ < τ

F Does not affect wage costs for long-term actions with T ∗ ≥ τ
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Optimal action choice and regulation Optimal action choice

Effect of deferral regulation in simple case

Case: outside option v = 0; discrete action set A = {a0, a1, a2}
I a0 refers to the zero-cost action c (a0) = 0
I a1 is the action that the principal chooses without regulation
I a2 is preferred, “long-term” action by society a2 � a1 � a0

To capture the notion that regulator prefers “long-term” actions, we
suppose the associated optimal payout times satisfy

T (a0) < T (a1) < T (a2)

and regulator imposes minimum deferral period of τ = T (a2)
I Good news: deferral lowers differential wage cost of a2 relative to a1

W (a2|τ)−W (a1|τ) < W (a2|0)−W (a1|0)

leads to action change if W (a2|τ)−W (a1|τ) < π (a2)− π (a1)
I Bad news: deferral increases differential wage cost of a1 relative to a0

W (a1|τ)−W (a0|τ) > W (a1|0)−W (a0|0)

(Intuition: a0 requires no incentive pay ⇒ W (a0|τ) = W (a0|0) = 0
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Optimal action choice and regulation Optimal action choice

General insights

The two opposing effects hold more generally in a model with
continuous action choice. Regulatory tax W (a|τ)−W (a|0) is
non-monotonic in a due to two opposing effects

I Good news: only actions with short-term payout dates are taxed
I Bad news: tax is very low for actions with low marginal cost

(since costs of deferral are proportional to the size of pay!)

 

0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5

0.05

0.10

0.15

0.20

W a, W a,0
W

Proposition

A marginal increase in the deferral period induces an increase in τ for
sufficiently small interventions. However, for τ sufficiently high, the action
satisfies a∗ (τ) < a∗ (0) with limτ→∞ a∗ (τ) = 0.
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Conclusion

Extensions

Payment bounds (reduced form for risk-aversion, see Plantin and
Tirole, 2015). Intuition extends

I If bounds interfere with the unconstrained bonus size, principal needs to
reward the agent for histories with lower likelihood ratios for a given t

I Eventually, larger selection of payout dates. E.g., if PC is slack, there
exists a κ > 0 such that the principal rewards the agent if and only if

Ĩt
(
ht |a

)
≥ κe∆r t

where Ĩt (ht |a) = d logLt (a|ht )
da refers to date-t likelihood ratio of ht

Capital structure: Theory of debt maturity (extending Innes, 1990)
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Conclusion

Conclusion

1 Principal-agent framework for deferred compensation where timing of
pay is determined by trade-off between increasing informativeness and
costs of relative impatience.

2 Short duration contracts need not be indicative of poor incentives
Empirical implication: Relate duration of pay not only to corporate
governance metrics (see e.g., Thakor et al. 2014) but also to the
nature of information arrival in an industry (R&D intensive vs. not)

3 Insights on regulatory intervention in timing of pay:

1 Regulation does not target preferences of principal (in contrast to say
more “skin in the game” via capital regulation)

2 Deferral regulation works like a tax on short-term actions, but can only
work locally

Related Literature
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Appendix

Example information process i.i.d.

Action

S
Pr S |a 	a

LR S |a 	 	

S,S
Pr S, S |a 	a²

LR S,S |a 	 	

S,F
Pr S, F |a 	a 1‐a

LR S,F |a 	 	
	

F
Pr F |a 	1 a

LR F |a 	 	

F,S
Pr F, S |a 	 1‐a a

LR F,S |a 	 	 	
	

F,F
Pr F, F |a 	 1‐a ²

LR F,F |a 	 	

t = 0                           t = 1                            t=2 

Example features T̄ = 2. back
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Appendix

Example information process not i.i.d.

L(s|a) = a
𝑑𝑙𝑜𝑔𝐿(𝑠|𝑎)

𝑎
=

1

𝑎

L(s, s|a) = a²
𝑑𝑙𝑜𝑔𝐿(𝑠,𝑠|𝑎)

𝑎
=2

1

𝑎

L(s, f|a) = a(1-a)
𝑑𝑙𝑜𝑔𝐿(𝑠,𝑓|𝑎)

𝑎
=

1

𝑎
−

1

1−𝑎

L(f|a) = 1−a
𝑑𝑙𝑜𝑔𝐿(𝑓|𝑎)

𝑎
=−

1

1−𝑎

L(f, s|a) = (1-a)a³
𝑑𝑙𝑜𝑔𝐿(𝑓,𝑠|𝑎)

𝑎
=3

1

𝑎
−

1

1−𝑎

L(f, f|a) = (1-a)(1-a³)
𝑑𝑙𝑜𝑔𝐿(𝑓,𝑓|𝑎)

𝑎
=−

1

1−𝑎
−

3𝑎²

(1-a³)

back
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Appendix

Nonconvexities and optimal choice of payout times

Time t
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Appendix

Lemma

Best possible history is absence of failure, i.e., Pr (ht
MI |a) = S(t|a).

0 1 2 3
0

1

2

3

mixed exponential:        
   hazard rate            

low effort
high effort

0 1 2 3
0

1

2

3

4

5

likelihood ratio

low effort
high effort

0 1 2 3

1

exponential: 
hazard rate  

low effort
high effort

0 1 2 3
0

1

2

3
likelihood ratio

low effort
high effort

0 1 2 3
0

1

Lognormal: 
hazard rate

low effort
high effort

0 1 2 3
0

1

2

likelihood ratio

low effort
high effort

Informativeness growth, Lt , higher if hazard rate more sensitive to action

Lt = −
∂

∂a
λ(t|a) > 0
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Appendix Compensation design under deferral

Optimal restructuring of contracts under deferral

Expositional assumption: Cost of informativeness strictly convex.

I Always one payout date in absence of regulation,
I Constrained optimal timing equal to τ. Example with non-convexities

Key insight: If principal is constrained in timing choice he must
adjust other terms of the compensation contract. Two cases:

I PC slack: Principal chooses a CMI -contract and reduces size of pay

B (τ) =
c ′ (a)

I (τ|a) ≤ B (0) =
c ′ (a)

I (TRE (a) |a) .

(Still, costs WRE (a|τ) = e∆r τB(τ) = c ′ (a) · e∆r τ

I (τ|a) increase.)

I PC binds: Principal deviates from CMI -contracts (Example 2: pays
agent even if bank failed).
Intuition: B fixed at v + c (a) and informativeness increases,

⇒ I (τ|a) > c ′(a)
v+c(a) (“excessive incentives” under CMI -contract),

⇒ (IC) irrelevant for wage costs: WPC (a|τ) = (v + c (a)) e∆r τ.
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